1. Introduction. Examples of loops which satisfy the weak inverse property and are not Moufang are scarce in the literature ([2], [4]). In a previous paper ([3] ) the authors gave several constructions for families of commutative loops which satisfy the weak inverse property. In the following, certain families of extensions of groups are given which are noncommutative non-Moufang weak inverse property loops. A non-Moufang weak inverse property loop will be called a WIP loop. The method of construction arises from an examination of an elementary abelian 2-group of "(/-actions" for an arbitrary group G. This approach is a special case of that of Albert ([1]), which was found to be too general to be used in specific constructions. The method of construction, in contrast to that for the extensions constructed in [3] , bears very little relation to that for any group extension constructions.
In §2 we discuss the extension theory, and in §3 the explicit constructions of various families are given, together with examples. In §4 are given some conclusions.
Extensions. Let G, H be loops, with identities /, e respectively. A loop extension (H, E, G) of G by H is defined to be an exact sequence (1) e-+H-+E-+G-+I
in the category of loops, with morphisms of extensions and equivalence of extensions being defined as in the theory of group extensions. To summarise the results of Albert, such an extension can be constructed by defining for each element (g u g 2 ) of G x G a map 0(g l5 g 2 ) : H x H -> H which is, in effect, a binary operation under which H is a groupoid, H(g x , g 2 ). The further conditions necessary on the map <f>(g h g 2 ) are that for each g eG, H(g, I) be a loop with identity e, that e is a left identity for every groupoid //(/, g) and that //(/, /) = H. Conversely, given an extension (//, E, G), maps <f>(g h g 2 ) satisfying the above properties can be defined in an obvious manner. Thus an extension can be represented by an element of Hom s (G x G, Hom s (H x H, H)) with certain properties, where Hom s denotes the homomorphism functor in the category of sets.
Such a classification appears to be too general to actually construct
